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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
In December 2020, to mark the 5th anniversary of the Paris Agreement, Tipping Point North South
announced its latest initiative: Transform Defence for Sustainable Human Safety.
It launched with the publication of two reports: Indefensible: The true cost of the global military to our
climate and human security and Global Military Spending, Sustainable Human Safety and Value for
Money.1
This work grew out of TPNS’s Five Percent Proposal2 that argued runaway global military spending was
every bit as structurally relevant international development issues of power imbalance, extreme
poverty, displacement and ecological breakdown as debt cancellation, trade, tax and climate justice.
The terrible combined human impact of conflict and climate change on many millions of people in the
global south, inevitably meant this work would lead to how all this impacts the activity and role of the
United Nations (UN).

https://transformdefence.org/publication/indefensible/ and https://transformdefence.org/publication/valuefor-money/
2 https://transformdefence.org/the-five-percent-proposal/
1
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This briefing pulls together the various ways in which the global military as whole – and primarily the
top 20 spenders and arms sellers – impact on the SDGs and on climate change.
It explores:
1. Why the impact of the global military on climate change demands much more attention and
scrutiny at UN level.
2. Why we need to divert runaway military spending to make up the SDGs funding shortfall.
3. How a wider debate on definitions of ‘security’ and ‘defence’ is of benefit to the UN and citizens
of the world.
4. Why a Security Council high level open debate is needed to bring all these inter-related issues
together in order to frame an urgent new 21st century paradigm for security – that of
‘sustainable human safety’.
In the light of the UN Secretary General’s call to launch a reset for the 21st century, its recommendations
suggest ways to explore a reset in relation to this much overlooked issue and in turn raise ever greater
awareness, debate and action.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
VISION
For the international community to
 Acknowledge climate change, global health, inequality/poverty reduction and conflict
prevention as top priority, inter-related hard defence issues
 End the ‘Cinderella’ status for these extreme threats to our collective human safety
 Collectively undertake upending the risk pyramid and
 Redefine ‘defence’ and repurpose military spending so as to transform defence for
sustainable human safety in the 21st century
 Place carbon neutral peace and defence at its heart.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This briefing offers five key recommendations:
 Apply rigorous evidence-based value-for-money approaches to military spending
 Part-fund the $2-4 trillion SDGs 2021-2030 funding gap from escalating military budgets
2023-30 and beyond
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 Create a new UNFCCC TOPIC ‘Carbon Neutral Peace and Defence’3 and fill the ‘Knowledge Gap’
across UN and national processes on the global military’s greatly under-estimated carbon
bootprint
 Make SDG 16 ‘Peaceful Societies’ much more challenging in its remit in relation to the global
military and spending
 Hold a Security Council high-level open debate on the impact of the global military on climate
change and under-development and the concept of ‘Carbon Neutral Peace and Defence’
1. APPLY RIGOROUS EVIDENCE‐BASED VALUE‐FOR‐MONEY APPROACHES TO MILITARY
SPENDING
In the face of immediate and combined human safety threats from climate emergency, pandemic, mass
species extinction, conflict, poverty and inequality and the low level of funds allocated to address these
clear and present threats, we need more and urgent evidence-based assessments of global military
spending and its relevance to sustainable human safety over the coming decades.
For example, the $2 trillion lifetime cost of the F-35 weapon programme could fund any one of the
following:4


Climate finance for 20 years



Global biodiversity conservation at $100bn per annum for the next 20 years



WHO funding at $2bn per annum for the next 1,000 years



UN peacekeeping operations at current $5bn per annum for the next 444 years

2. PART‐FUND THE SDGS 2021‐2030 FUNDING GAP FROM MILITARY BUDGETING 2023‐30
AND BEYOND
We have just 10 years to go before the end of 2015-2030 SDGs cycle. The world’s estimated financial
needs for achieving the SDGs are between $5 and $7 trillion a year. Having found approximately $3
trillion so far, an extra $2-4 trillion a year is still yet to be found.5 There is no question that on grounds
of morality as well as security, diverting significant sums from defence budgets to help fill these
outstanding SDG commitments is a totally sensible call.
3. CREATE A NEW UNFCCC TOPIC AND FILL THE KNOWLEDGE GAP ON MILITARY CARBON
BOOTPRINT ACROSS UN AND NATIONAL PROCESSES
We have collectively and consistently ignored the massive yet unaccounted for historic and present-day
responsibility of the world’s militaries for climate change, from their day-to-day operational activities to
the wars and conflicts of which they are part (and post-conflict carbon burden of reconstruction).

https://transformdefence.org/carbon-neutral-defence/
Global military spending, sustainable human safety and value for money,
https://transformdefence.org/publication/value-for-money/
5 https://www.sustainablegoals.org.uk/filling-the-finance-gap/
3
4
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While some nations are aware that the climate change imperative impacts on their military, the
solutions on offer are far from adequate.
In fact, it is a deliberate choice on the part of those nations, which comprise the world’s top military
spenders, that the formulation of urgent international treaties on climate change faces one great
omission: the problem of the gaping data hole (and hence by extension a serious knowledge gap)
concerning the global military carbon bootprint and associated environmental and societal impacts.
Citing ‘national security’ as a reason, only a few countries submitted limited and inadequate data on
military emissions to the UNFCCC in their annual GHG emissions inventories.6 The military/defence
sector has also been excluded from any IPCC assessment so far, and as a consequence, there has been
minimal public debate on the military/defence sector in our march towards a net-zero world.
To address all these we need the following set of actions, illustrated in the flow chart below:

4. SDG 16 ‘PEACEFUL SOCIETIES’ MUST BE MADE STRONGER
SDG 16 needs to go much further in addressing the consequences of runaway military spending and
take account of its relationship to
Power: Runway military spending is as every bit as central to understanding power, poverty,
economic crises and unjust distribution of resources as other structural issues (and civil society
campaigns) such as debt, trade, tax, climate change.
Hypocrisy: The P5 nations to be called out on this. Approximately 80% of global arms sales are
made by the Permanent 5 members of the security council (USA, UK, Russia, China, France) plus
Germany7 – the same nations charged with keeping the peace of the world. All this while the
majority of their arms sales go to the global south.
6
7

https://www.sgr.org.uk/resources/carbon-footprint-military-sectors-eu
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2021/sipri-fact-sheets/trends-international-arms-transfers-2020
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Waste: Many of the world’s poorest countries and fastest growing economies (both measured in
terms of GDP per capita) spend much more on their military than either on education or on
health; excessive military spending impedes economic development (SDG 8) and significantly
impacts on the efforts to reducing poverty (SDG 1) and hunger (SDG 2) and improving health
(SDG 3) and education (SDG 4).
5. SECURITY COUNCIL HIGH LEVEL OPEN DEBATE: ‘CARBON NEUTRAL PEACE AND
DEFENCE’
We have to upend the risk pyramid, redefine defence and repurpose military spending. Climate change
and global health, inequality/poverty reduction and conflict prevention are hard defence issues and in
turn, runaway military spending and war/conflict are major contributors to the creation of these
conditions in the first place.
We must end the ‘Cinderella’ status for these extreme threats to our collective human safety, transform
defence for sustainable human safety and place carbon neutral peace and defence at the heart of it.
Tipping Point North South (TPNS) is a London based non-profit co-founded in 2009 by former senior
debt, trade, tax and climate campaigners. TPNS has co-produced a number of cinema documentaries
and high-profile campaign events while developing a number of single issue campaigns in tandem.
Transform Defence is now its priority policy/advocacy project.
Transform Defence for Sustainable Human Safety works is TPNS’s main advocacy project and works to
put sustainable human safety at the heart of 21st century foreign, defence, security and international
development policy-making. We must question the limits and deficiencies of 20th century national selfinterest if we are to address the greatest threat to our collective survival – runaway climate change.
Transform Defence describes the paradigm shift we will need to meet this monumental challenge.

Earth compared to all its water & air.
(Illustration: Félix Pharand-Deschênes,
Concept: Adam Nieman.)
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@TransformDef
facebook.com/transformdefence
transformdefence.org
tippingpointnorthsouth.org
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